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Epson ESC/P2 was originally introduced in mid-1991 as the second generation printer 
control language for Epson 24-pin printers. Compared to the original Epson ESC/P 
s t a n d a r d , with which it is backwa.rd compatible, it ad d s support for in-built scalable 
fonts 
It brought the benefits of scala.ble font technology to text-based environments like 
MS-DOS, as they were then being pop ular ize d in Windows & Macintosh (TrueType). 
Epson released ESC/P2 drivers (MS-DOS) for Word 5.0-6.0, WordStar 6.0, WordPerfect, 
Lotus 1-2-3 ... 
In-built scalable fonts are only supported by applications with an ESC/P2 driver. 
Generic Epson drivers (ESC/P) can only use in-built bitmap fonts. Printer fonts 
aren't relevant to Windows which prints via bit graphics mode (font generation being 
handled by the computer). 
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These samples were created using Microsoft Word 5.0 (MS-DOS) with Epson ESC/P2 
driver (configured LQ-100.. The Oki has bot h parallel & USB interfa.ces but I'm 
using USB on Windows. o have it emulate a parallel printer on LPTl: first share it 
as a network printer, then issue this command: 
NET USE LPT1: \\computername\printersharename /PERSISTENT:YES 

This makes t h e printer accessible on LPTl: even if the PC la.cks a physical parallel 
port 

Then modify the DOSBox SVN Daum config file as follows: 
parallel 1=file dev:lpt1 

This allows any MS-DOS program running in DOSBox SVN Daum to print directly to 
LPT1: 

If using a real parallel port, the config line should read: 
parallell=reallpt 
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* DOSBox SVN-Daum, CPU speed: 3000 cycles, Frameskip 0, WORD 
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* DOSBox SVN-Daum, CPU speed: 3000 cycles, Frameskip 0, WORD 





If your printer stopped working after a recent Microsoft Windows Update, see our EPSON POINT OF SALE AND IMPACT PRINTERS - WINDOWS UPDATE page for important information. 
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Sony Vaio
Typewritten text
Microsoft WORD for MS-DOSESC/P2 scalable font driver
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Whither Windows support? 
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Version 1.3 of Microsoft Windows ESC/P2 driver {"EPSON.EXE") - 1993 release - actually contains two distinct drivers for 
use with Windows 3.1 - ESCP2E.DRV and ESCP2.DRV 
ESCP2E. DRY supports in-built scalable fonts ("Roman Scalable" and "San Serl] Scalable" as they appear in Windows font menu). 
Read Microsoft's revision history detailing the specific differences between the drivers . 

Later version ESC/P2 drivers (ca. 2003) are available from Epson's website - the one named "Generic 24-Pin Printer 
Driver v1 .1dE" supports in-built printer fonts (with European symbols) on Windows 3.1 /95/98/NT platforms. 

https://epson.com/Support/Printers/Impact-Printers/LQ-Series/Epson-LQ-2080/s/SPT_C273001?review-filter=Windows+3.1
https://www.betaarchive.com/wiki/index.php/Microsoft_KB_Archive/90776#Epson_ESC.2FP_2_Scalable_Font_Driver_.28ESCP2.EXE.29
http://omolini.steptail.com/mirror/winsite/winsite-mar96-1/win3/drivers/printer/index.html

